
Focus Group #4 Findings

October 4: Service Organizations, community-based organizations, veterans groups

• The hardest need to meet is getting people off the street. We don’t have a lot of money to pay for hotels, so 
we’re collecting blankets and sleeping bags. Some of the older homeless provide information on how to live on the 
streets.
• Tenant unions are forming in larger metropolitan areas – renters can organize their power and collectively 
advocate for lower rents, improved maintenance, and equal access to courts. 
• Landlords and tenants make assumptions about each other.  As a landlord, they feel they need to screen and 
put the right people into their properties – and tenants hold landlords accountable for ensuring safe living 
conditions – third parties, usually police or courts, too often become involved.  Neutral, mediation presence is 
needed that is sensitive to both parties.  
• Working poor who come for meals may have an apartment but don’t have money for adequate furniture. 
They have only one good bed for mom and kids.  
• Local governments are working in their silos, pointing fingers at each other.  
• The sprawl that is happening is a problem because it’s not a sustainable solution.  Building new roads on 
the edges of town while the inner-city roads and infrastructure is crumbling contributes to further inequality.  
Sprawl has negative impact on social mobility for the working poor living in deteriorating neighborhoods who 
struggle with access to transportation to the outskirts of town  
• Communities used to be planned with neighborhoods; they were planned and designed to create 
neighborhoods. – Now everything is spread out and the sense of neighborhoods are lost.   
• A goal should be to create micro-communities where everyone feels connected.  We used to have 
neighborhoods where people of all income levels lived - - you had the doctor, lawyer, and other professionals in 
your neighborhood, so all the kids could see a variety of professions. People who stay in the community are 
invested in their communities because they went to school there and their kids went there.

October 4: Service Providers

• Developer - Dwight Bailey
• St. Anthony’s Catholic Church – John Cooper
• Democratic Socialists of America – A.J. Reed
• HHS Development Director – John De Taeye
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